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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear Dr. Guenther,

Thank you for your letter. We have revised our manuscript (BMSD-D-17-00744) as you advised that deleting the following sentence from the conclusion: "In the present study, MRI was initially used to exclude asymptomatic subjects with cervical disc degeneration, and it was the first comparative study of cervical parameters in the normal population and cervical disc degeneration patients". We hope that it is now suitable for publication.

We look forward to hearing from you soon.

Sincerely,

Jian DONG, M.D. Ph.D

Professor and Vice Chairman
Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Zhongshan Hospital, Fudan University
180 Fenglin Road, Shanghai, 200032, China

Tel: +86-21-64041990 exit 3057; Fax: +86-21-64432673; E-mail: dong.jian@zs-hospital.sh.cn